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 The use of the fingerprint recognition has been and remains very important in 

many security applications and licensing systems. Fingerprint recognition is 
required in many areas such as licensing access to networks, corporate 

computers and organizations. In this paper, the system of fingerprint 

recognition that can be used in several cases of fingerprint such as being 

rounded at an angle by a randomly inked fingerprint on paper. So, fingerprint 
image is tooked at a different angle in order to identify the owner of the ink 

fingerprint. This method involves two working levels. The first one, the 

fingerprint pattern's shape features are calculated based on the central 

moments of each image being listed on a regular basis with three states 
rotation. Each image is rotated at a specified angle. In the second level, the 

fingerprint holder entered is identified using the previously extracted shape 

features and compared to the three local databases content of three rotation 

states. When applied the method for several persons by taken their inked 
fingerprint on the paper, the accuracy of the system in identifying the owner 

of the fingerprint after rotation states were close to 83.71.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Fingerprint recognition is one of the oldest and most important research areas in the field of pattern 

recognition. One of the basic problems in the design of an imagery pattern identification system is the 

selection of a set of the suitable numerical characteristic that is extracted from the object for the target of 

identification and classification [1]–[10]. Simple characteristic of the image which is found through of image 

moments includes any area the higher-order, the moments give more detailed shape features of the objects 

such as symmetry [11]–[17]. Geometrical moments current a low computational cost but are highly 

susceptible to the noise [18], [19]. Moreover, rebuilding is extremely difficult although not invariant under 

rotation. Chaorong et al. [20] and Xiao et al. [21] work on the transformation of normalization for central 

moments to produce the performing moments invariant. Arnia et al. [22] have used the moments for 

character recognition and the mathematical concept of moments. Related invariants have been analyzed 

extensively to characterize the patterns in images in a variety of applications, such as fingerprint 

identification and recognition. The moments have been used in many applications from mechanism and 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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statics to image conception. Analysis images with moments instead of other more generally utilized image 

features means that general characteristic of the image is utilized indeed than the local characteristic [1], 

[11]–[17], [23], [24]. 

Fingerprints have been used in the identification/recognition of persons in many recent years 

because of the known truth that each finger has a unique pattern for each human [25]–[34]. Fingerprint 

identification/recognition has very good scales of the entire desired characteristic like authentication, and 

every human being possesses fingerprints with the exception of any finger patterns-related failure [2], [13], 

[33], [35]. Fingerprints are very special, and the details of the fingerprint are imperishable, even if they may 

tentatively change by little cuts and bruise on the skin or weather effects [9], [12], [35]–[41]. It is typically 

used in security systems and is compared to other biometrics such as face recognition systems [42]–[62]. 

Many works dealing with fingerprint verification task is present in recent years [2], [3], [6]–[8],  

[10]–[12], [15], [18], [20], [28], [29], [34], [37]–[39], [41], [44]-[47], [57], [58], [63]–[89]. Kommini et al. 

[63] and Sharma et al. [72] presented a method of fingerprint recognition based on fractal features extracted 

of the separated image. These features are extracted from the gray level of fingerprint images without any 

preprocessing operations This method may be an efficient algorithm for a small fingerprint recognition 

system. Abdalkafor [64] built a new database for fingerprint recognition system of ink on paper fingerprint 

for Alanbar University staff. In his research was training about 170 fingerprints, without any notations of 

system accuracy. Some traditional processing operations such as RGB convert and segmentation have been 

applied [9], [50], [71], [72], [90]–[99]. Cao and Jain [65] presented a latent fingerprint identification method 

based on convolutional neural networks for ridge assessment and texture extraction to represent the latent. 

Their identification method performance is improved from 64.7% to 73.3% on National Institute of Standards 

and Technology and 76.6% on West Virginia University latent databases. Other researchers [38], [70], [74] 

also employed convolutional neural network for fingerprint identification. Chaorong at el. [20] presented a 

method for rotation and scale-invariant of the reference point locates in the corner of the input image. The 

method is based on fast Zernike moments algorithm. The results of their experiment show the proposed 

method has high verification accuracy in computational time (0.533s) than most of the texture extraction 

methods. And Noor et al. [66] presented a new method for identification of fingerprints using FV2002 

database. Some of preprocessing operations are used on fingerprints image, then features are extracted to 

build their database. Fingerprint recognition method is presented by image classification by DT, LDA, and 

SVM [88], [89], [100].  By excremental results, SVM classifiers safely give the highest realization rate of 

98.90% comparing with all classifies used in this work.  In the proposed system, for identification of inked 

fingerprint based on central moments to extract shape features of a inked image fingerprint pattern entered, 

then take a number of cases of fingerprint one-person job rotation of the fingerprint by: (0-45),(45-90), and 

(90-180) angles and then extract the image properties (shape features) based on the values of moments, these 

features are used in the recognition level for identification system. 

 

 

2. FEATURES EXTRACTION 

In the feature extraction level, the method is depending on the binary image by 0/1, and shape 

attribute extracted by central moments. Image threshold and preprocessing techniques like enhancement, 

thinning for binary image, is required for this application in order to remove noise effect and to simplify the 

test image processing. Preprocessing steps include several traditional image processing methods which are 

applied together to obtain a better input data for features extraction step [11], [34], [40], [58], [70], [83], 

[101]–[103].  

 

2.1.  Fingerprint Structure 

A comprehensive study has been done on human's fingerprints. Two of the principally remarkable 

inferences are: 1) a human's fingerprint surely unchanged its patterns about one year after birth, and 2) the 

fingerprints of humans are unique. Even twins' fingerprints are not the same. In practical, two persons with 

the same fingerprint have never been found [35], [36], [104]. A fingerprint pattern involves ridges and 

valleys. More detail of a fingerprint pattern is shown in Figure 1. The ridges are the dark area of the 

fingerprint and the valleys are the white area that exists between the ridges, that ridges represent the shape of 

the fingerprint [105], [106]. 
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Figure 1. Fingerprint Ridges and Valleys pattern 
 

 

2.2.  Preprocessing Operations 

In this work before the feature extraction is conducted, the fingerprint image is processed through 

four stages preprocessing operations needed to facilitate the sequent analysis of the image for fingerprint 

texture features extraction.  

1. Gray scale Image: the color inked of fingerprint image was converting to gray image. 

2. Binary Image: convert gray fingerprint image to binary image. 

3. Enhancement: edge smoothing is used to plug the gap in ridge detail. The gaps are a product of the 

fineness of the input fingerprint image, parallel ridges linked causes noise and other effects to the 

fingerprint such as cuts, crease, and damage. The enhancement of fingerprint image is expected to give 

better contrast between ridges and valleys and decrease noises. In the fingerprint images, the median filter 

is applied to decrease the noise from the gray scale image. 

4. The ridges are thinned to a width of one-pixel. In this step, two consecutive fast parallel thinning 

algorithms are applied in order to reduce the width of the ridges to a single pixel in the binary image. 

 

2.3.  Moments Features 

In many applications such as shape recognition, it is useful to generate shape features which are 

independent of parameters which cannot be controlled in an image. Such features are called invariant 

features. There are several types of invariances. There are a many different features available that are used in 

image classification and retrieval, the grade of similarity between query/test new fingerprint images and the 

images stored in the database system is computed by color [19], [107]–[109] spread, texture, shape identity 

[110]. Studying digital images using shape features have attracted more interest, and moreover the 

representation/description of the shape features is a complex job [1], [35], [101]. 

Moment invariants have been frequently used as attributes in the digital image analysis, remote 

sensing, shape identifier, and classification. Moments provide features of an object that uniquely represent its 

shapes such as fingerprint or hand palm. Invariant shape identifier is performed by classification in the multi-

space moment invariant feature [19], [107]. In image processing, computer vision and related fields, an 

image moment is a certain particular weighted average (moment) of the image pixels' intensities, or a 

function of such moments, usually chosen to have some attractive property or interpretation [108]–[112]. 

Central moments [113]–[115] are defined as: 
 

𝜇𝑝𝑞 = ∫  
∞

−∞ ∫ (𝑥 − �̅�)𝑝(𝑦 − �̅�)𝑞 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦                                                   
∞

−∞
 (1) 

 

Where:  �̅� =  
𝑀10

𝑀00
 𝑎𝑛𝑑  �̅� =  

𝑀01

𝑀00
  are the components of the centroid. 

When 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)  is a digital image, (1) becomes: 
 

𝜇𝑝𝑞 = ∑  𝑥 ∑ (𝑥 − �̅�)𝑝(𝑦 − �̅�)𝑞 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑦    (2) 

 

2.4. Rotation invariants [1], [22] 

Invariants with respect to translation, scale, and rotation is constructed, these are well-known as Hu 

moment invariants, where Moments (𝜇𝑝𝑞) is the projection of image ϱ (x,y) to basis (xp, yq), and ϱ (x,y) is the 

piecewise continuous function with non-zero values in a portion of the plane. 
 

∂1 = η20+η02 (3) 
 

∂2 = (η20+η02)2+4 η 2 1  (4) 
 

∂3 = (η30+3η12)2+(3η21+η03)2  (5) 
 

∂4 = (η30+η12)2+( η12+η03)2  (6)  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Translation_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_(ratio)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotation
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∂5 = (η30+3η12)( η30+η12)[(η30+η12)2-3(η21+η03)2]+(3η21-η03)(η21+ η03)  (7) 
 

∂6 = (η20+η02)[(η30+η12)2-3(η21+η03)2]+4 η11 (η30+η12)(η21+η03)  (8) 
 

∂7 = (3η21-3η03)(η30+η12)[( η30+η12)2-3(η21+η03)2]+ 

(3η12-η03)(η21+η03)[3(η30+η12)2-(η21+η03)2] (9) 

 

 

3. METHOD 

The fingerprint images are acquired either by an offline or online process. The fingerprint images 

acquired by the offline process are known as the inked fingerprints, while the images acquired by the on-line 

process are known as live scan fingerprints. A live scan fingerprint is obtained directly from the finger 

without the intermediate use of paper. Typically, live scan sensors capture a series of bad fingerprints when a 

finger is pressed on the sensor surface [25]. In this case, there is rarely a problem in the image taken from the 

scan fingerprint device. The complexity in identifying of authorized user and identify his fingerprint by 

processing his inked fingerprint on the paper, especially since the fingerprint on paper is not regular but 

randomly, and at random angle at most cases that which work on this proposal system.  

In this research, inked fingerprint off-line is used, therefore, have not used any live-scan sensors 

device in fingerprint acquisition. Ink is applied to the finger and then pressed onto a paper without rolling. 

The fingerprint on paper is then scanned as input digital image. Figure 2 shows the details of this 

methodology of the fingerprint identification system.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Identification system methodology 
 

 

3.1.  Fingerprint Shape Features  

The inked fingerprint on the paper is used that set by the user. So, it is possible that the fingerprint 

irregular in terms of developing the finger on paper. It has placed randomly and trends variable time and 

again unlike a fingerprint taken from the devices sensitive to the fingerprint, which finger is placed in a 

specific place is not possible change of direction, before they enter to extracted its features based on central 

moment. Algorithm (1) is shown the databases system for features extraction from input fingerprint images. 
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Algorithm (1): Fingerprint features extraction 
Input: scanned ink-on-paper Fingerprint image.  

Output: three types of seven Moment features saved in a Database system for each Person's 

fingerprint.  

1. Input ink color for fingerprint image.  
2. Image Rotation for only author user in one time about three angles state. That by using 

equations rotation [108]: 
 

𝑋2 = (cos Ø ∗ (𝑥1− 𝑥0 )) −  (sin Ø ∗ (𝑥1− 𝑥0 )) ∗ (𝑦1− 𝑦0) − 𝑥0    (10) 
 

𝑌2 = (sin Ø ∗ (𝑥1− 𝑥0 )) −  (cos Ø ∗ (𝑥1− 𝑥0 )) ∗ (𝑦1− 𝑦0) − 𝑦0   (11) 
 

Where, (x0, y0) are the coordinates of the center of rotation for input image, and Ø is 

the angle of rotation with clockwise rotations having positive angles.  

3. Preprocessing of image that result from Step 2. By:  
a. Convert Image in to Gray Scale Image. 
b. Convert Gray Image to Binary Image. 
c. Binary image Threshold. 
d. Thinning its boundary and limitation for ridges. 

4. Based on Equations (3 to 9), obtained a set of seven features for fingerprint image 
input for each angles state. 

5. Saved all moment features for all fingerprint images in Database system to use it in 
identification system for this proposed method by the following:  

If PF rotate about (0-45) degree then saved it in DB0  

If PF rotate about (45-90) degree then saved it in DB1  

If PF rotate about (90-180) degree then saved it in DB2 

Where, PF is Person's Fingerprint image, DB0, DB1, and DB2 are Local database.  

 

The database system includes three local databases was divided according to the degree of rotation 

to the image of a fingerprint, and include the following:  

1. Rotate the image specific angle between 0-45 degrees, store in DB0. 

2. Rotate the image angle is restricted between 45 to 90 degrees, store in DB1. 

3. Rotate the image for a certain angle between 90 to 180 degrees, store in DB2. 

In all three states showing above, the applier of the system have a freedom to choose the degree of rotation in 

the range specified for each case, this matter as mentioned earlier will help in the development of several 

possibilities for the image fingerprint that will enter through a system of discrimination, which comes from 

the introduction of image a fingerprint through the paper content that fingerprint may not be subject by the 

person concerned to accept his mark in moderate any direction angle. 

 

3.2.  Fingerprint Identification 

When applied of fingerprint features extraction steps from Algorithm (1) on the inked fingerprint 

image on the paper, maximum one object is defined, for this object (ridges connected) define the seven 

moments features. In the fingerprint identification system was show in Figure 2, each new unknown inked 

fingerprint image will be entered to the system for identification it. Firstly, an Algorithm (1) will be applied 

to extract of shape features without any rotate to get their 7 features moment to compare it with different 

fingerprint features stored in the local databases of database system (DB0, DB1, and DB2) to accept a new 

user or reject it. Identification fingerprint system is explained in Algorithm (2). 
 

Algorithm (2): Fingerprint recognition and authentication system  
Input: Unknown inked fingerprint image.  

Output: Accept or Reject a new inked fingerprint image.  

Applied Steps 3 and 4 in Algorithm (1) to get 7 Features for new Fingerprint input. 

For each DB0, DB1, and DB2 do: 

Compare the 7 Features from step 1 with each of 7 Features from each local database in the 

database system by: 
 

F = ∑
𝐹𝑖  𝑃

𝐹𝑖 𝐷𝐵

7
𝑖=1 ∗ 14.28  (12) 

 

Where: F is the summation of ((F_(i P)/Fi DB)*14.28), it will between (14.28*7%) and 

(100%), 14.28 is the average of (100/7) for 7 features.  

(F_(i  P)) is the feature gets it from the new person fingerprint image, (F_(i DB)) is any 

feature gets it from the database.  

According to Eq. (12):  

If the rate of F ≥ 80%, then F_(i  P) is same of one feature in DB, else 

If the result is more than one fingerprint image features have same rate value (ie. More 

than one is bigger of 80%), then: the maximum value is the nearest features back in to 

unknown person fingerprint image. 

Identification: from Steps 3 and 4, the new unknown inked fingerprint image is: Accept or 

Reject. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Approximately 51 inked fingerprints were extracted and stored with data for shape features of that 

fingerprint pattern. In the experimentation of the identification phase, 21 inked fingerprint images were 

inserted. Fingerprint Features Databases system is the first step in this work and the task to extract the shape 

features from inked fingerprint image after rotating it then stored in the databases system in one of local 

database (DB0, DB1, and DB2). In the identification step, the data will be compared with the specification of 

the inked fingerprint image and what had been extracted based on the methods that were represented and 

described of the part of the moments, considering the features that were stored in images databases. The 

experiment is calculated under the following conditions:  

1. Inked fingerprint on paper is used only (offline) 

2. All fingerprints for any user have same ink color 

3. All of the test images have the same size and resolution from ink paper scanning 

Images system contains 17 fingerprint images for 17 persons, each person has 3 kinds of and saving 

their features after rotation step into local database (DB0, DB1, and DB2) that means the finally 51 images 

stored in databases system. Figure 3 shows the result of preprocessing steps from algorithm (1) for inked 

fingerprint input image, such as gray scale image, smoothing, threshold segment, and thinning. 

Table 1 included all the information of features for the test Person11 fingerprint image, from 

fingerprint features system using Algorithm (1). Figure 4 shows the results of this image when it rotates 

about 33-degree, 69-degree and 106-degree, saved in DB0, DB1, and DB2 sequentially. When compute F in 

(12), the value of F is different between origin image and each of rotate state for same Person11 image 

according on angle degree. It is clear that rotation about 0-45o is nearest function value of an origin 

fingerprint image where F=97.36. 
 

 

Table1. Information of features for Person11 fingerprint  
Moment Features Origin D1(0-45) D2(45-90) D3(90-180) 

∂-1 0.301 0.272 0.222 0.516 

∂-2 0.772 0.794 0.719 1.103 

∂-3 0.989 1.793 1.675 2.251 

∂-4 1.521 1.541 1.413 2.180 

∂-5 3.097 3.209 2.957 4.397 

∂-6 2.106 1.938 1.773 2.732 

∂-7 0.502 0.292 1.313 1.800 

F  97.361721 95.87511 59.610517 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Preprocessing steps, (a) inked 

fingerprint, (b) gray scale image, (c) smoothing, 

(d) threshold segment, (e) thinning 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4. The identification result for person11 

fingerprint and its rotation states 

 
 

 

A new unknown fingerprint image is for Person18 for recognition it within database images. After 

we find the features moment for Person18 fingerprint image test input. The comparing between 7 features 

with 51 fingerprint image features is saved in the database (each local database has 17 image). Figure 5 

include compare chart and table content the features for new input image Person18 and 7 features for each 

rotate case for Person03, Person14, and Person10 fingerprint shape features will be saved in three local 

databases.  
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In the state of image Person18 in Figure 5, and Table 2 shows the identification result, it's clear that 

Person14's rate features of the input image is equal to 79.965 and it has been rejected, like images of the fact 

that the comparison rate was less than 80% the requirement proposed in the discrimination step 4 from 

Algorithm 2. Noticed that the features of this input image is approaching the features of a single image stored 

in the database DB0 named Person10 more than others by 99.422 ratio, which was rotated at an angle of 35 

degrees on the original image, while the ratio of the next it goes back to the forms Person03 and stored in the 

database DB1 which been rotated 68 degrees angle for original image and the rate features of the input image 

is equal to 84.421, according of the condition in Algorithm 2, the result have more than one fingerprint image 

features bigger of 80%, so the maximum value is the nearest features back in to unknown person fingerprint 

image that for Person10. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Recognition step for fingerprint image Person18 features 
 

 

Table 2. Feature ratio condition for Person18 identification 
 Person18 Person03 Person10 Person14 

∂-1 2.677 2.996 2.536 2.761 

∂-2 2.884 3.592 2.675 3.605 

∂-3 3.911 4.852 4.328 5.023 

∂-4 1.994 2.355 2.132 2.683 

∂-5 2.555 2.635 2.261 2.963 

∂-6 1.229 1.356 1.103 1.109 

∂-7 0.366 0.533 0.491 1.083 

F  84.42120 99.422147 79.965857 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this research the aim was to rely on the features of the ridges shape of a fingerprint being 

different between humans. In features extraction, relied on moments to extract the features of the shape of the 

fingerprint, and because the approved fingerprint type was ink on paper, then took into account that the 

printed fingerprints vary in terms of the location of fingerprint on paper, therefore the fingerprint image was 

rotated at one angle Ranges (0-45) (45-90) and (90-180) and extracted these features again and stored them in 

a local database (DB0, DB, and DB2). It is not necessary to find all fingerprint-derived vertical alignment on 

a regular basis, so we proposed fingerprint by processed rotation in the order of several states and the extent 

of each case. In the experimental fingerprint identification system, the fingerprint image for unknown person 

is used as input and compared with 51 features of the persons fingerprint images previously stored in the 

system's local databases by the similarity function in step 3 of Algorithm (2). More values of the angle degree 

of image rotation of the fingerprint are funded, the less the rate image recognition, and the images of inked 

fingerprint on paper is more difficult to separate the fingerprint image quality from the intrinsic finger 

quality. 
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